
A Powerful Virtual Clock Management & Deployment Solution

Time MachineTM Web Console 

Management of Virtual Clocks
The Time Machine Web Console is a companion web console that 
provides a centralized control center for Time Machine, making 
management and deployment of virtual clocks a breeze. The Web 
Console that allows users to set up virtual dates/times through an 
intuitive web interface and control a group of machines simultane-
ously. Simply deploy the Time Machine Web Console internally in 
the organization; provide the users the web address, and you are 
done. Once at the web page, application users register each ma-
chine needing a virtual clock and control them all through the web 
console.

Simplified Date Testing
Time Machine Web Console simplifies the creation and deployment 
of virtual clocks and provides a powerful interface to manage virtual 
clocks across the entire testing environment. With an intuitive inter-
face, any user is given the power to create any type of virtual clock 
(fast, slow, frozen, absolute, relative) and broadcast it to a mass 
number of machines automatically; a vital enhancement from manu-
ally creating virtual clocks per machine as synchronization becomes 
a problem. Along with virtual clock creation, one can granularly 
control the testing machine group down to the user and grow to an 
unlimited amount of machines. This simplifies the date testing pro-
cess as it eliminates the headache and possibility of human error 
when synchronizing virtual clocks across multiple domains and 
trying to manage the varying accounts and groups.  

Increased Control
Built as a centralized management extension of our flagship Time 
Machine product, the Web Console provides a fast, easy way to 
control, manage, and create virtual clocks and broadcast them 
across large environments consisting of many machines. The Web 
Console can effortlessly add and remove machines in the testing 
group list and broadcast any type of virtual clock with a few clicks. It 
leverages .NET Framework 4.0 Technology to accelerate control 
and transmission of virtual clocks across Windows, Linux, or UNIX 
environments. In doing so, the Web Console easily integrates with 
Time Machine to deliver a resource-efficient, high performance 
control for date testing. 
 

Key Benefits
• Ease of use with a simple  interface 

and intuitive controls

• Control a large group of machines 

simultaneously

• Reduces human error, increasing 

QA testing accuracy

• Empower app testers to manage 

virtual clocks securely without admin 

coordination

• Increase QA productivity

• Streamline manageability of virtual 

clocks across your domain and 

distributed environments

• Reduce QA testing cycle

• Maintain critical compliance security 

standards

Features
• Role-Based Security and Authenti-

cation

• Centralized management console 

for all Time Machine installs

• Audit trail of all virtual clock changes

• Verification of registered achiness 

with full error logging

• Enable or reset a virtual clock on 

hundreds of machines with one click

• Web based GUI (Graphical User 

Interface)

Operating Systems
• Windows ®, UNIX ®, Linux ®



Increased Business Efficiency
Because the Time Machine Web Console eliminates the machine management stress and the 
mass virtual clock confusion of application testers, this provides the freedom for enterprises to 
fully utilize their resources for effective date testing. Testers are enabled to leverage their time by 
focusing on core responsibilities and even split up testing in order to effectively complete testing.  
It empowers testers as they are not restricted into needing heavy coordination among App, DBA, 
and IT Administrators for the testing machines or needed time sharing. As a result, testing is 
accelerated and productivity is boosted as application testers can create and manage virtual 
clocks on the fly for entire environments. 

Enhanced Security
Domain based role authentication is implemented to allow corporations to grant access to speci-
fied users within the application testing groups. Groups of machines can be split into functional 
units and protected which allow different testing groups to be given their own virtual clocks & 
environments to test with. This is especially vital for corporations with many testing groups or 
large application stacks where each component is distributed across multiple machines over 
different domains.

Ordering Information
For more information or to order, please contact our sales team at sales@solution-soft.com, 1+ 
(408) 346.1400 or visit www.solution-soft.com to download a free 30-day evaluation copy.
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